Histological and wall thickness assessment of organic capsules formed around smooth and textured tissue expanders in humans

ABSTRACT

Background: The search for an expander that can achieve tissue expansion, with minimum tissue damage, more distensible and thinner flaps, and fewer clinical side effects during the expansion process, has led to the testing of expanders with different surfaces textures (e.g., smooth vs. textured). The individual advantages of smooth and rough expanders are currently not known. This question has motivated research on capsules to determine which type of expander is best. Methods: We conducted a double-blind, prospective study with no exclusion criteria on 38 patients already undergoing tissue expansion at Plastic Surgery Department at the Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (University Hospital of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro). At the end of the expansion process, samples were collected from the edge, base, and dome of capsules formed around 28 smooth and 14 textured expanders. Differences in capsule wall thickness and histology were examined. Results: There was no difference in the clinical appearance, expansion time, or insertion planes between the two types of expanders. Additionally, no significant differences in histological characteristics were observed between the types of expander surfaces. In statistical analyses, no correlation between capsule wall thickness and expansion time or between the maximum and minimum wall thickness were observed. Conclusions: Therefore, we conclude that the two types of tissue expander surfaces are equivalent.
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RESUMO

Introdução: A busca por um produto que realize expansão tecidual com dano mínimo aos tecidos envolvidos, retalhos mais distensíveis e de menor espessura, e menos sintomas clínicos durante o processo de expansão tem levado as empresas a fabricar expansores com diferentes superfícies (lisa ou texturizada). A literatura é bastante controversa em relação às vantagens da utilização de um ou outro tipo. Esses aspectos motivaram os autores a pesquisar eventuais diferenças capsulares que pudessem justificar a escolha cli-
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Método: Foi realizado um estudo cego, prospectivo, sem critérios de exclusão, em 38 pacientes submetidos a expansão tecidual no Serviço de Cirurgia Plástica do Hospital Universitário da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil). Ao final do processo de expansão, foram coletados fragmentos da periferia, da base e da cúpula das cápsulas de 28 expansores de superfície lisa e de 14 de superfície texturizada, para estudo da espessura e de possíveis diferenças histológicas. Resultados: Não houve diferenças entre os dois tipos de expansor quanto aos aspectos clínicos, ao tempo efetivo de expansão e aos planos de inclusão. Na avaliação dos parâmetros histológicos, não foram observados valores significativamente diferentes segundo a superfície do expansor. Não houve correlação entre espessura e tempo de permanência, e a diferença entre as espessuras máxima e mínima foi considerada igual para os dois tipos de superfície. Conclusões: Não há diferenças significativas do ponto de vista histológico, nem razões clínicas, que indiquem vantagens de um ou outro tipo de expansor no processo de expansão tecidual.

The expansion process occurred according to standard procedures adopted by the Department of Plastic Surgery at the Hospital of the Federal University in Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ)\textsuperscript{11-13}. At the end of the expansion process, the expander was removed and 1 cm × 3 cm capsule fragments were collected from three areas: the capsule edge, the base center, and the dome center (Figure 1). The fragments were then placed on sterilized filter paper (with the deep edge of the specimen in contact with the paper) and immersed in a 10% formaldehyde solution. Tissues were embedded in paraffin blocks, which were then sectioned into 4-µm histological slices. Sections were stained using hematoxylin and eosin stain.

Double-blinded histological analyses and thickness measurements of the histological specimens were all performed by a single observer, who was an anatomical pathologist in the UFRJ University Hospital Anatomical Pathology Department. The pathologist was blinded to the expander surface texture, the expansion time, the insertion plane, and whether the specimen was from a primary or re-expansion procedure.

Microscopic examinations, focusing on the inflammatory response, were performed on 114 specimens from 38 capsules to determine histological characterization of fragments from the base, edge, and dome of the expanded capsules. Samples from the expanded flap area, which we refer to as the capsule dome, were also analyzed with a 4× lens, marked in millimeters, to measure thickness (Figure 2). All segments were well oriented in the histological field, minimizing the effects of technical artifacts such as tissue folds. Measurements were taken moving from the innermost to the outermost part of the sample. Thickness results were expressed in millimeters, with each point on the lens corresponding to 0.09 mm.

A Pearson’s correlation test was used to evaluate the correlation between capsule thickness and expansion time. Analysis of variance (ANOVA), for samples with parametric distribution, was used to compare mean capsule thickness between the three insertion planes.

Unpaired Student’s $t$ tests were used to compare mean capsule thickness between smooth and textured expanders, subcutaneous and subfascial insertion planes, primary and re-expansion procedures, and flexible and rigid anatomic buttress (e.g., underlying muscle vs. bone). The difference in expansion time between flexible and rigid anatomic buttress was also compared using this test.
RESULTS

Results of Histopathological Samples Analyses from the Edge (A), Base (B), and Dome (C) of the Smooth and Textured Expander Capsules

Histopathological analyses focused on connective tissue characteristics of the expander capsule and on the associated inflammatory responses. The capsule wall largely consisted of dense, hyalinized connective tissue with highly eosinophilic collagen fibers. Loose connective tissue on the deep edge of the material, which contained nerve fibers and dilated vessels, was considered as accompanying tissue and not as part of the capsule wall itself. The connective tissue in the capsule wall showed relatively homogeneous density. In some cases, the innermost portion of the wall consisted of loose connective tissue, which was associated with the presence of macrophages on the capsule’s inner edge.

The associated inflammatory response consisted mainly of macrophages, with lymphocytes and some eosinophils, observed in 62% of cases. Macrophages were arranged in a relatively ordered array on the capsule’s internal edge and were referred to as “carpeting.” Carpeting was observed in the majority of samples (71.5%) from textured expander capsules. In smooth expanders, carpeting was also observed, but in a more focal array. In cases where the macrophage “carpeting” appearance was not observed, the inner edge of the capsule had deposition of an amorphous, highly eosinophilic, delicately arranged material (fibrin, Figure 3). Macrophages also formed granulomata of the foreign body type, with the formation of multinucleated giant cells. These structures were present at various depths of the capsule wall. A foreign body-type granulomatous reaction was found in 54% of fragments and was occasionally associated with the presence of refringent material (foreign body) observed in the multinucleated giant cell cytoplasm (Figure 4).

No statistically significant differences were observed in histological characteristics between capsules formed around smooth expanders and those formed around rough ones.

Results Regarding to Capsule Thickness of the Expanders

There was no correlation between capsule thickness and expansion time \((r = 0.262)\). Data from both smooth and textured expanders were pooled and a Pearson’s correlation test was used to test statistical significance. There was also no statistical difference in capsule thickness between expanders placed subcutaneously and those placed subfascially \((p = 0.16)\). Data from both types of expanders were again pooled and statistical significance was determined with a Student’s \(t\) test.

The mean thickness between the 3 different insertion planes (subcutaneous, subfascia, and submuscular) showed a significant difference (ANOVA, \(p = 0.01\)). However, we attribute this difference to the fact that only 3 of the expanders studied were placed in the submuscular position.

Evaluation of capsule thickness for smooth and textured expanders using the Student’s \(t\) test showed that the difference between the maximum and minimum thickness was statistically the same for the two types of surfaces \((p = 0.48)\). When the capsule thickness was compared between primary and re-expansion procedures, there was no statistical difference \((p = 0.42)\). Moreover, there was no difference in capsule thickness \((p = 0.88)\) when expanders were placed over rigid and flexible anatomic buttresses (e.g., bone vs. muscle). Data from smooth and textured expanders were pooled and the Student’s \(t\) test was used to determine statistical significance.

DISCUSSION

The advent of tissue expanders has facilitated the repair of various congenital malformations and acquired lesions. Using expanders can result in less trauma, fewer sequelae, and improved functional and aesthetic outcomes. Tissue expanders can be used in a variety of locations throughout the body and in patients of all ages. Unfortunately, there has been limited publicity about expanders and using them can increase care cost and treatment time. Therefore, this procedure is used relatively infrequently, even though it often provides considerable benefit.

Manufacturers may launch a scientifically proven product that offers advantages over the products already in the market. These often come at higher cost, with price differences between smooth and textured expanders ranging from 41% to 56%.

Figure 4 – Photomicrograph of a histological section showing the capsule wall, with numerous foreign body-type giant cells containing refringent material in their cytoplasm (foreign body) (objective x40).
Studying capsule thickness in the expanded flap is important because the textured expanders produce thinner and more distensible capsules, with less pain, during the expansion process.\textsuperscript{15-17} In a study in rabbits by Bern et al., capsules with textured expanders were more rigid.\textsuperscript{4} In agreement with these findings, Wickman et al.\textsuperscript{18} observed thicker capsules with textured expanders than with smooth ones in post-breast reconstruction patients. However, there was wide variation in their capsule thickness measurements. Adams et al.\textsuperscript{1} found opposite results in rabbit studies that compared capsules formed around smooth and textured expanders.

We observed no significant difference in the mean thickness of capsules formed around subcutaneously and subfascially placed expanders. Interestingly, there was statistical difference when the expander was placed in the submuscular plane. We could find no clinical justification for this statistical difference, which may have been due to the small number of submuscular expanders. We also observed no significant histological differences between the three areas of placement or between the types of expander surfaces.

Several studies have detected different characteristics in capsules formed around smooth and textured implants. Some have described thick capsules with heavy cellularity around textured implants, while others have shown completely opposite results.\textsuperscript{1} Results are also inconsistent between animal and human studies.\textsuperscript{1}

The capsule generally forms with an inner layer next to the expander. This layer consists of dense connective tissue, fibroblasts, macrophages, histiocytes, eosinophils, and collagen fiber bands arranged parallel to the surface. An outer capsule layer also develops and is made up of loose connective tissue and abundant vascularization. Pasyk et al.\textsuperscript{19} studied 17 patients and found 4 histologically distinguishable zones in the capsule. Neither the body location nor capsule placement site was specified. Other authors have described 3 histological layers: the inner layer (in contact with the expander) with fibrinoid material and macrophages arranged in a palisade, a middle layer with dense connective tissue and parallel collagen fibers, and an outer layer with loose connective tissue and heavy vascularization.\textsuperscript{15-20}

We also found only 3 distinct layers of the capsule. The inner layer had orderly arranged macrophages, described as a “carpeting” or palisade appearance. This was found, in 71.5% of all cases and more frequently in capsules from textured expanders. In capsules from smooth expanders, this appearance was more focal in many cases. When “carpeting” was not observed, the capsule’s inner layer consisted of an amorphous, highly eosinophilic material such as fibrin. The intermediate layer mainly consisted of dense, hyalinized connective tissue with highly eosinophilic collagen fibers and, in some cases, consisted of loose connective tissue. In the outermost layer, highly vascularized, loose connective tissue was considered as accompanying tissue and not as part of the capsule wall itself.

Foreign body granulomata were seen in capsules from procedures with both smooth and textured expanders, but more frequently with smooth expanders. Some were found in the more superficial layer, while others were found in the deeper layers. These variations are in agreement with the findings of other studies.\textsuperscript{15,17,19,20}

Also in agreement with our findings, Kostakoglu et al.\textsuperscript{20} observed refringent material in a foreign body granuloma. We frequently observed eosinophils in our samples, especially in capsules around smooth expanders. Such cells were observed in both primary and re-expansion procedures, without any apparent reason for their presence. Studies, in both animals and humans, have shown that eosinophils are present in capsules. Unfortunately, no explanations for or theories about their role or association with other factors were provided.\textsuperscript{4,7,19,20} We believe that the presence of alloplastic material and the individual immune response to these materials may explain the presence of eosinophils, especially in patients who are hypersensitive to the expander material.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, our findings showed no significant histological or thickness differences in capsules surrounding smooth and rough tissue expanders. We also found no clinical evidence that one type of expander is beneficial over another in the tissue expansion process.
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